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QP Code: C 
First/Second Semester B.Tech Programme Examination Aug/Sept 2019 

Elements of Civil Engineering  

Time: 3Hrs  Max. Marks:100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module.  
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Module: 1  

1. a. What are the scope of following fields of civil engineering 
 i) Surveying ii) Irrigation Engineering.               [10Marks] 

b. What is the role played by a civil engineer in the infrastructural development of country?   
           [10Marks] 

OR 
2. a. Write a note on history of civil engineering.   [10Marks]

b. List various fields of civil engineering and explain 
i) Building materials ii) Structural engineering.    [10Marks] 

Module: 2 
3. a. Differentiate between flexible pavement and rigid pavement.       [08Marks]

b. Explain with neat sketch  i) Bascule bridge and ii) Cable stayed bridge.             [08Marks]       
c. What is a dam? What are its necessities.              [04Marks] 

OR 
4. a. Explain with neat sketch the various components of the pavement or carriageway.    

                       [07Marks] 
b. Explain with sketch a simple gravity dam?.            [07Marks] 
c. Explain briefly with sketch the following types of bridges? 

i) Arch bridge  ii) Square bridge iii) Skew bridge.                               [06Marks]

Module: 3 
5. a. Explain briefly Igneous Rocks? And its classifications.              [10Marks]

b. Write down composition of good bricks.              [05Marks] 
c. Draw the flow chart for manufacturing of cement by dry process.                       [05Marks] 

OR 
6. a. What are the requirement of good building stones?                     [08Marks]

b. Explain i) Calcinations ii) Hydraulicity iii) Lime iv) Slaked lime.             [08Marks] 
c. Explain sources of lime.             [04Marks] 

Module: 4 
7. a. State and prove Lami’s theorem.                           [07Marks]

b. Define Force and its characteristics and explain parallelogram law of Forces with neat  
sketch.             [06Marks]    

c. A system of force are acting on a rigid bar as shown in fig: Reduce this system to: i) a  
single force, ii) a single force and a couple at A, iii) a single force and a couple at B.  
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                                   [07Marks] 
OR 

8. a. Define couple and characteristics of couple.                          [06Marks] 
b. A system of forces are acting on a body as shown in Fig. Determine the magnitude and   
    direction of Resultant. 

                                               [07Marks] 
c. A string is subjected to the forces 4KN and W as shown in Fig. Determine the magnitude  
    of W and the tension induced in various portions of the strings. 

                                   [07Marks] 

Module: 5 
9. a. State and prove Varignon’s  principle.                                  [08Marks]

b. Determine the resultant and equilibrium of the forces acting as shown in Fig.    [06Marks] 
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c. Find the support reaction for the beam shown in fig.                                            [06Marks]

OR 
10. a. What are the types of loads and explain with neat sketch.                                    [06Marks]

b. Find the support reactions for the fig shown                 [06Marks] 

c. Determine the magnitude and Y-intercept of the resultant of force system shown in Fig 
 [08Marks] 


